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REASONS FOR JUDGMENT

{Delivered 21 July 1993)

The plaintiff's claim is that between 3 August and  7 August 1989 inclusive the plaintiff sold to the defendant a quantity of gambling counters to the total value of $620,000.

In consideration for the sale the defendant drew a number of cheques or promissory notes on the Commonwealth Bank Circular Quay Branch in favour of the plaintiff and the defendant took possession of the gambling counters and used them for the purpose of gambling.

Throughout  the judgment  I  have used the terms "cheque", 11 instrument" and "house cheque". The defendant has at all times maintained that the documents signed by Mr Newham (Exhibit P4) were neither cheques nor promissory notes.

On 30 August 1989 the plaintiff presented the said cheques to its bankers for payment (Exhibit PlO and Exhibit Pl). The plaintiff was notified by its bankers that the said cheques had not been paid and that payment was stopped (Exhibit P14).

The plaintiff claims to have provided valuable consideration to the defendant for the cheques. The cheques
have	been	disnenoured,	and	the	plaintiff	claims	that	the




defendant, as the drawer of the cheques on the cheques being dishonoured, is liable to compensate the plaintiff.

In the alternative, if the cheques referred to above were
not	cheques defendant	is
$620,000.
 they	were liable	to
 promissory	notes pay	according	to
 upon	which	the their		tenor		of

Further, in the alternative, the plaintiff claims the defendant has been unjustly enriched by his conduct and seeks restitution from the defendant in the amount of $620,000 and damages for the loss of the use of that sum, since the time of the defendant's enrichment.

The plaintiff claims from the defendant:

"19. a)








b)





c)


d)

e)
 the	sum	of	SIX	HUNDRED	AND	TWENTY	THOUSAND
DOLLARS ($620,000.00) on the said cheques in respect of which valuable consideration was given by the Plaintiff at the request of the Defendant and in respect of which the value of the consideration has not been paid together with interest thereon as calculated in accordance with the regulation under the Cheques and Payment Orders Act 1986 by way of liquidated damages.
In the alternative the Plaintiff claims against the Defendant the sum of SIX HUNDRED AND TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($620,000.00) being the price of goods sold and delivered and in respect of which the Defendant has not paid the said sum.
Restitution of the sum of SIX HUNDRED AND TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($620,000).
Interest.
Damages for the loss of the use of the sum of SIX HUNDRED AND TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($620,000.00).

f)	Costs."


It is not in dispute that neither the defendant or his banker have paid to the plaintiff the sum of $620,000.00.
This matter was listed before me for hearing for seven days commencing on 15 February 1993. At trial, the defendant abandoned his defence of unconscionable conduct, and any other defence relating to the defendant's drunkenness other than a claim that the plaintiff was in breach of  a  Direction requiring it to refuse to allow persons affected by alcohol to play at the plaintiff's gaming tables. This meant that the length of the trial was reduced to five days,  commencing  in the afternoon of 15 February 1993,

The defendant, in his third further amended defence dated
2 March 1993, says that the plaintiff lent to the defendant on 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 August 1989 sums of money which the defendant cannot recall for the purposes of gambling.

The defendant admits signing "instruments" which bore the serial numbers stated by the plaintiff. He says when those instruments were signed they contained no words or figures in the spaces after the words "Bank", "Branch" and "Account No.". It is the defendant's contention that by reason of the blank spaces the "instruments" were not cheques within  the meaning of the Cheques Payments and Orders Act 1986 (Cth) because they were not instruments payable on demand to any banker.

The defendant asserts that the plaintiff did not have the defendant's authority to fill up the instruments as cheques or alternatively any authority the plaintiff had to fill up the instruments as cheques was determined on 29 August 1989 or in the alternative, prior to the presentation thereof by the plaintiff to its bankers, the defendant determined any authority the plaintiff had to fill up the instruments as cheques. If, which is not admitted by the defendant, the plaintiff completed the instruments prior to  their presentation to any bank, the plaintiff was acting contrary to any authority given to it by the defendant. The plaintiff had
no	right	to	present	the	instruments	to	its	bankers	for
payment. The defendant does not admit the plaintiff provided valuable consideration as alleged. The defendant:
	says that the instruments were not cheques,


	says	that	in	the	circumstances	there	was	no dishonour,


	admits that neither he nor his bank has paid the plaintiff $620,000. The defendant  denies that  if the cheques as described by the plaintiffs were not cheques that they were promissory notes upon which the defendant is liable to pay according to their tenor of $620,000.


The defendant says:

	there has been no enrichment, and


	that the claim is a legal proceeding to recover money won at gaming in the Casino that could not have been brought if the Casino Licensing and Control Act 1984 had not been enacted, within the meaning of sl2(5) of that Act.


In further answer to the whole of the Statement of Claim, the defendant says that the proceedings are proceedings to recover:

	money won at gaming in the Casino, and/or


	money	on	a	cheque	or	other	instrument	given	in payment of monies so won, and/or


	a loan of monies with which to play a game in the Casino,


that could not have been brought if the Casino Licensing and Control Act (NT) 1984 had not been enacted, within the meaning of s12(5) of that Act.
In further answer to the whole of the Statement of Claim, the defendant says that reliance on the instruments is precluded by reason of the unlawful conduct of the plaintiff in acting contrary to the Minister's Direction to Licensee of Casino at Darwin dated 2 February 1988 {"the Direction").

The plaintiff	maintains that the defendant	is estopped
from:

	denying the plaintiff had authority to complete the instruments as cheques as alleged in paragraphs 3(d) and 4(c) of the defendant's amended defence;


	denying that the instruments were cheques as alleged in paragraphs 3(c), 4(a), 4(d) and 6{a) of the defendant's amended defence;


	asserting that the authority given to the plaintiff could be unilaterally withdrawn, or determined, as alleged in paragraphs 3{e), 4(b) and 4(c) of the defendant's amended defence;


	asserting that the plaintiff lent the defendant the sum of at least $620,000 as alleged in paragraphs 2(1) and 9 of the defendant's amended defence.


The plaintiff denies the defendant's allegation that it acted unlawfully or that its actions amounted to unlawful conduct.

Oral evidence was given for the plaintiff by Michael Anthony Jones who was General Manager Gaming of the Diamond
Beach	Casino	in	August	1989, Circular	Quay		Branch	of		the
 Peter	Harvey		Blacker		manager Commonwealth	Trading	Bank	of
Australia and Santo Anthony Conte head cashier at the Diamond Beach casino. The defendant did not give oral evidence nor did he call any witnesses to give evidence.

I make the following findings of fact:
	The defendant, his wife and his wife's sister came to Darwin for the Darwin Cup weekend 3 - 8 August 1989 - as guests of the plaintiff.


The plaintiff paid their first class return airfares and provided accommodation, food, drink and other services as complimentary.

The defendant had previously been to Darwin as a guest of the plaintiff on a similar basis.

	Mr Jones had a conversation with Mr Newham about 7.oo pm on the evening of 3 August 1989 in the Aspinall Room of the Diamond Beach Casino.


This conversation was as set out on page 32 of the transcript of evidence:

"MR HILEY: Do you remember having a discussion with him?---I - yes, with Mr Newham, yes.
can you tell the court what was said?---I let Mr Newham know the new guidelines that we were working under with the cheques, that we had two weeks in which to present them.
MR HUGHES: I'm sorry, could you just start again.
THE WITNESS: Sorry. I let Mr Newham know the new guidelines we were working under.
MR HUGHES: Could we have what was said?
MR HILEY:  Perhaps express it in the first person,  if you can?---Oh. I said something  like,  that before - before Mr Newham started gambling, I'd like to let him know that now we have new regulations which insist that we must bank the cheques within a two week period.
Do you recall him saying anything or doing anything in response to that?---Well I don't think he did anything; it was conversation and he appeared to understand it.
Do you remember anything else in particular that was said during that conversation?---Mainly just sort of pleasantries, 'how are you' and suchlike. This was the only technical point."
I accept the evidence of Mr Jones and find that Mr Newham was specifically told before he commenced gambling, that any outstanding cheques would be banked within 2 weeks. (Note also Exhibit 1).

	The	defendant	signed	and	delivered	to	the	plaintiff

$620,000 worth of 11house cheques" or 11 instruments" between 3 and 8 August 1989. They remain unpaid, having been dishonoured by the defendant's bank after he requested that payment be stopped.  Exhibit 18 lists the
numbers of all "instruments" totalling $620,ooo  in value
to which the order for stop payment relates. The order for stop payment is dated 31 August 1989, signed by Mr Newham and directed to the Commonwealth Bank of Australia, Circular Quay Branch. (Exhibit Pl8}.

	In	exchange	for	and	after	signing	and	delivering	the

$620,000 worth of "house cheques" or "instruments", the defendant eventually received gambling counters of equal face value. When the defendant signed the cheques at the cash desk - he received a cheque credit slip (CCS) which he took to a gaming table and exchanged for counters, also referred to as chips. The defendant did sign some of the instruments at the gaming tables but that was not in breach of the Directions. On the occasions when the defendant signed an instrument at the table a marker was used and the plaintiff's employee did not hand the original cheque credit slip to the defendant but it was inserted into the drop box by the plaintiff's employee in accordance with the Directions and the procedure outlined by the Commission in its letter to the plaintiff dated 4 February 1988 (Exhibit Pll).

	At the time of exchange of the house cheques for a cheque credit slip or chips, both parties intended to give each other proper value - the plaintiff advancing or promising to advance chips of a certain value, and the defendant paying an equivalent value to the plaintiff. Here I use the word advance not meaning advance in the :,:,rm of a





loan	but	in	the	sense	that	something	is	done	before something else happens.

	Had the plaintiff considered that the defendant was not giving proper value, the plaintiff would not  have advanced a CCS or the chips. I refer to the following excerpt from page 70 of the transcript being the evidence of Mr Jones:


"MR HILEY: Mr Jones, did Mr Newham tell you at any stage prior to the conversation on the early morning of the 31st that you told us about, that he  would not be honouring those instruments?---No, not  at all.

Had he told you that the instruments would not be honoured before you had advanced him cheque credit slips would you have given him the cheque credit slips?---Of course not.

Would you have extended to him the cheque cashing facility?---No.

MR HUGHES:
that	what facility.
 I object to that because that assumes was	extended	was	a	cheque	cashing
We've been over this ground before.

MR HILEY: Yes, okay. That's all right,  it's probably self-explanatory.

Would you have allowed him to sign house cheques and hand them over in exchange for chips, gambling counters?---If we believed that we couldn't bank these?
Yes?---No.
I'm sorry, the question was: if he had told you that he would not be honouring the instruments?---Of course not, no.11

I accept Mr Jones' evidence as being true and correct.

	In accepting the evidence of Mr Jones referred to above I find that at no relevant time, up to 31 August 1989, did he defendant advise the plaintiff that he did not intend to pay the amounts the subject of the "house cheques" or "instruments"	albeit by redeeming them, covering them by

other means (such as personal cheque or bank transfer) or having them honoured if and when presented to his bank.

	I find as a matter of fact that at all relevant times up until 31 August 1989 when Mr Newham spoke with Mr Jones on the telephone, Mr Newham did in fact intend to honour the "house cheques". This is confirmed by his acknowledgment of the debt during his telephone conversations with Mr Jones on 14 August, 22 August, 29 August and his proposal for payment of the debt.


	The defendant was not able to place a bet without first having obtained and placed on the table a chip or a plaque. I accept the evidence on this aspect given by Mr Jones as it appears on page 51 of the transcript.


"MR HUGHES: Was it possible under the system that you've described for a gambler, including Mr Newham, to place a bet without putting down on the table a chip or a plaque?---No.

Was it possible for a gambler, including Mr Newham, to be in the possession of a chip or a plaque without first having either won it or obtained it by means of one of the processes that you've already described, namely by handing over a signed instrument, which you've referred to as a house cheque, at the table or having produced, having obtained it from the cash desk, a cheque credit slip?---Well there would be no way of a of obtaining it from the casino but he could have borrowed from somebody else but not through the casino.

All right, point taken. But with that exception, unless he'd borrowed it or stolen it or whatever, your answer stands, does it?---Yes.


	The only thing the defendant could bet with was chips also referred to as counters or plaques. To obtain these chips he had to have first either purchased them or won them.


	The "house cheque" was regarded by both parties as:
	the first step in the process which  enabled  the defendant to gamble; and


	representing valuable consideration for the Cheque Credit Slip and it  was in  circumstances  where  the house cheque was signed at  the  cash  desk  or  for chips, if the cheque was signed at the table.


	I find the  defendant  was  not  at  this  point  extended credit by the plaintiff. I  accept  the  submissions  of counsel for the plaintiff that before the defendant  could bet, he had to do something and in this case he did something; namely, sign and deliver a house cheque which was understood and intended by all parties to constitute proper value in exchange  for  either  the  cheque  credit  slip or the chips.


13 •  The  system  adopted  by  the   plaintiff   as  set  out  above   is in accordance with the Manual of Accounting pages 16-19 attached  to  the   Ministers   Directions   (Exhibit   P6).   I accept the evidence given  by  Mr  Jones  set  out  on  pages 51-52  of  the  transcript  as  true   and  correct   and  accept that the plaintiff adhered  to  the  system  summarised  above in respect to its dealings with Mr Newham.

	Mr Newham was able to redeem  "house  cheques"  he  had  signed  by  returning  gambling  counters/chips  to  the  cash desk for an equivalent value.  The gambling  counters  are treated  as  money  and  are  re-exchangeable  for  cash  at  the cash desk.


	Mr	Newham	gambled	gaming	counters	to	the	value	of

$620,000 being the extent  of  his  losses  and in  the  course of his gambling he surrendered the gaming counters to the casino.

	Had Mr  Newham  been  successful in  winning  gaming  counters as he gambled, these gaming counters would have been exchangeable for cash at the cash desk. Mr Newhams'

winnings	would	firstly	have	been	used	to	redeem	his "house cheques" with the excess being paid in cash.

I will deal with the defences raised by the defendant.

	Section	12(5)	of the Casino	Act	creates a	bar to the claim.


Counsel	for the defendant submits that s12(5) bars all claims made by the plaintiff.

I set out the provision of s12 of the Casino Licensing and Control Act as in force in August 1989:

11 12. PLAYING OF AUTHORISED GAMES

	Notwithstanding any other law of the Territory, it is lawful in a casino for -


	the licensee and his employees and agents to organise or play an authorised game; and
	a person, except a person in respect of whom a direction under section 15 is in force or who has not attained the age of 18 years, to play any such game.

	A casino shall not be deemed to be a nuisance, public or private, by reason only that it is used as a gaming house.


	The Police Administration Act does not apply to or in relation to implements or articles used or intended to be used in the playing of authorised games in a casino.


	The Lotteries and Gaming Act does not apply to or in relation to a casino or an act performed in a casino.
	A person shall not, except against a licensee, bring legal proceedings to recover -

	money won at gaming in the casino;
	money on a cheque or other instrument given in payment of money so won; or


	a loan of money with which to play a game in the casino,

that could not be brought if this Act had not been enacted."


Section 12(4) was omitted	and commencing	on 8	November 1989 the following was substituted:

11	(4)	The	Lotteries	and		Gaming apply		to		or	in	relation	to	the authorised game in a casino."
 Act	does playing	of
 not an


With respect to this defence I make the following findings:

a) In sl2 (5) "a person" is an expression that includes "the Licensee" i.e. the plaintiff.  (I  note that this accords with the definition of "person" in the Interpretation Act}.

b) The defendant played baccarat and blackjack.  Baccarat is a game of chance. Blackjack is a game in which chance predominates over skill.

c) Baccarat and blackjack were authorised games by virtue of the Declaration of authorised games and approval of rules under which those games are to be played in a casino (see Exhibit P21 and Exhibit P19 grant of Licence to the plaintiff to conduct a Casino in Darwin). The games were lawful by virtue of  s12(1)  of  the Casino Licensing and  Control Act 1984.

For section 12(5) to operate to bar the plaintiff from bringing legal proceedings to recover the amount claimed in this action, the defendant must firstly establish that the transactions fell within one or other of the categories listed in paragraphs (a), (b) or (c) of section 12(5), and secondly that a proceeding to recover the money could not be brought if the Casino Licensing
and Co trol Act had not been enacted.
Turning firstly to consider paragraph (a) of section 12(5): It is my view that these proceedings are not brought to recover "money won at gaming in the casino". The plaintiff casino's contract with the defendant to supply a cheque credit slip in exchange for a house cheque of equivalent money value was concluded before the defendant commenced to gamble with the gaming chips he subsequently received.

I agree with the submission by counsel for the plaintiff that there were 3 different types of contract:

	Chegue Cashing Contract - The contract entered into by the defendant included terms as to the use that could be made of the cheque credit slip, and as to the use .that could be made by the plaintiff of the house cheque. The contract contained a term to the effect that the house cheque could be redeemed by the defendant within 14 days of the transaction, at which time the house cheque would

be presented for payment if it had not been redeemed.

This transaction was concluded before any gaming chips were won, lost or otherwise dealt with. Before any money was won or lost the house cheques were signed and delivered and value was received by the defendant. The fact that the gaming chips were subsequently used, and this use resulted in a "win" by the plaintiff casino, does not in any way affect the original contract. Section 12(5) does not encompass a collateral transaction entered into before any bet is placed, and which is not dependant on the outcome of the bet.

	Purchase of Chips Contract - i.e. exchange of a cheque credit slip or cash in return for chips of equivalent face value. It included terms that the chips:


	could be used in the casino at face value; and
	could be exchanged for cash (or house cheques) at face value.


I note pursuant to clauses 5 and 8 in Ministerial Directions (Exhibit P6) the player has no right to use the chips otherwise than for gaming.

The third contract type:

	Gaming Contract staking a chip in return for promise by the Casino to pay a certain amount depending upon the result of the game.


I apply with respect the analysis of such contracts Lipkin Gorman v Karpnale Ltd & Anor [1992] 4 All ER 512. Lord Goff of Chieveley p. 531(b}:

" This doe.s not however alter the fact that an independent contract is made for the chips when the customer originally obtains them at the cash desk. Indeed that contract is not dependent upon any contract of sale being entered into: the customer could walk around the store and buy nothing, and then be entitled to redeem his chips in full under the terms of his contract with the store."

and at p. 35l{g):

"Let me next take the case of gambling at a casino. Of course, if gaming contracts were not void under English law by virtue of s 18 of the Gaming Act  1845, the result would be exactly the same. There would be a contract in respect of the chips, under which the money was deposited with the casino; and then separate contracts would be made when each bet was placed, at which point of time part or all of the money so deposited would be appropriated to the bets."


I	am	satisfied			that			the	plaintiff		gave		valuable consideration.		For		reasons	set	out	later	in	these reasons		for	decision			I		am		satisfied			that			the	19 instruments signed by the defendant and presented to the plaintiff			to obtain	a		cheque	credit slip		were			chegues with	the			meaning		of the Cheques and Pay:::ent Orders _::._::t
1986. The cheques were negotiable instruments and section 35(1) of the Bills of Exchange Act creates a presumption that valuable consideration was given. Both
parties	treated	the	"house	cheques"	as
instruments	(as	cash).	The	house	cheques redeemed or presented at the defendant's bank.
 negotiable could	be

I find that the parties entered into a contract with each other on the assumption that each was giving valuable consideration.

Turning now to consider paragraph (b): It is, in my view, clear that the house cheques were not cheques or instruments given in payment of money won. They were given before any money was won or lost.

I now turn to consider paragraph (c) of section 12(5): I find that the plaintiff casino did not lend the defendant "money with which to play a game at the casino". The cheque cashing facility provided by the plaintiff is not in form a loan, and it cannot be regarded as merely a sham disguising what is in reality a loan; cf Brick and Pipe Industries v Occidental Life (1992) 2 VR 272 at 322-
3. For the purposes of this finding, it does not matter if the house cheques are "cheques" or promissory notes. In this context, either are unconditional promises payable on demand.

On my finding of fact it was the intention of both parties at the time the defendant presented the house cheques in exchange for the cheque credit slip that both parties intended to give each other proper value. There is no evidence that there was an intent or belief on the part of either party that this was a loan by the plaintiff to the defendant of money with which to play a game in the Casino. The cheque cashing facility ·,.;as in accordance with the Minister's Directions (Exhibit P6) and pursuant to s13  of the Casino  Licensing  and Control Act had the force of law.
I conclude, therefore, that the transactions which give rise to this action do not fall within any of the categories of transactions set out in paragraphs (a), (b) or (c) of section 12(5). The defendant's defence based on that section therefore fails, and it is not necessary for me to consider whether they are transactions of a type that could not have been brought if the Casino Licence and Control Act had not been enacted.

If I had been required to make a ruling in respect of
this aspect of the of the plaintiff. that law in force
 defence, I would have found in favour The applicable law, in my opinion, is at the time of the incidents giving
rise to these proceedings; that is, the law in force as at August 1989. Any other interpretation of this provision would, in my view, lead to an absurd result.

Counsel for the defence submitted that section 135 of the Racing and Betting  Act  would have rendered  the contract null and void. Section 135 provides as follows:

11135.	BETTING CONTRACTS
	All contracts or agreements, whether parol or in writing, in relation to unlawful betting are null and void, and no action shall be brought or maintained in a court for recovering money or a valuable thing alleged to be won on an unlawful bet or which has been deposited with a person to abide the event or contingency on which an unlawful bet has been made.
	This section does not apply to a subscription or contribution, or agreement to subscribe or contribute, for or toward a plate, prize or an amount of money to be awarded to the winner of a lawful sporting event."



It is my view that this provision does not apply to contracts relating to the types of gaming conducted at thE: casino. I agree with the submission of counsel for the plaintiff  that a perusal of the Racing  and   Betting   Act demonstrates that it is intended to deal exclusively
i	etting in conjunction with dog or horse races.
It does not deal with gaming in any relevant sense, that being dealt with by the Lotteries and Gaming Act. An  example is the comparison of "instrument of gaming" in the Lotteries and Gaming Act, and "instrument of betting" in the Racing and Betting Act.

The legislature has recognised a distinction between betting and wagering on the one hand by enacting the Racing and Betting Act and gaming on the other hand by enacting the Lotteries and Gaming Act. Support for the contention that the final words of sl2(5) do not contemplate the application of the Racing and Betting Act to gaming at the Casino, is derived from the fact that paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) all relate to games, as distinct from bets or wagers.

The	Casino		Licensing	and		Control	Act	1984	refers		to gaming;				s12( 4)	of		that	Act	renders		the		Lotteries	and Gaming	Act	(but no other	Act)		such  as the Racing	and Betting			Act inapplicable to games played at the Casino. This would seem to recognise that but for sl2(4) of the casino		Licensing	and		Control	Act,		the		Lotteries	and Gaming Act (in particular s42-s45) but not the Racing and Betting			Act,			would			apply to any game conducted at the Casino.

Paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of s12(5} all relate to games as distinct from bets and wagers. This also lends support to the contention that s12(5) of the Casino Licensing and Control Act does not contemplate the application of the Racing  and  Betting  Act  to gaming  at  the Casino.

Once the Racing and Betting Act is disposed of, it is necessary to consider whether the common law would render the contract unenforceable if the Casino Licensing and Control Act had not been enacted. For  the reasons outlined earlier, I have found that the transactions occurred before any gaming had commenced, and the
transactions were not dependant in any way upon  the outcome of the gaming, and therefore would not be unenforceable under the common law.

Although it is not necessary for me to decide this issue, it is my view that the transactions would not have been unenforceable  had  the Casino Licensing   and   Control  Act not been enacted.

For those reasons I do not accept the  argument  that s12 (5)  of the casino   Licensing   and   Control   Act   is a  bar to the claim made by the plaintiff.

	. Claim Unenforceable on the Grounds of Illegality


Counsel for the defendant refers to a number of actions on the part of the defendant which were unlawful. It is the submission of counsel for the defence that these acts of illegality or unlawful conduct, prevent the plaintiff from recovering the money claimed. It is the defendant's contention that the plaintiff's unlawful conduct arose because it acted contrary to the Minister's Direction to Licensee of Casino at Darwin dated 2 February 1988 ("the Direction"). Particulars of the unlawful conduct being:

	Accepting credits bets from the defendant.


The	Ministers	Directions	to Licensee	of	Casino	at Darwin was tendered and marked Exhibit P6.

Clause 3(7) of these Directions reads as follows:


"No credit bets

	subject to sub-clause (8), the licensee shall not accept a credit bet for any game and shall ensure that credit for the purpose of gaming is not extended to any person."

A licensee may, however, grant a cheque cashing facility provided that certain conditions are complied with. These conditions are in clause 3(8) of the Minister's Directions and pp 16 and 17 of the
Manual of Accounting which forms part of Exhibit 6.

I do not accept the contention of counsel for the defendant that this was a credit bet. There is no evidence that the plaintiff loaned the defendant money to play a game at the Casino or for any other purpose. The Casino supplies chips in exchange for the gambler's payment in cash or equivalent value. Clause 3 ( 8) of the Minister's Directions (Exhibit P6) allows for this arrangement within certain restrictions. The Manual of Accounting pp 16 - 17, which is included with the Minister's Directions
(Exhibit complied facility.
 P6)
with
 provides	the in	obtaining
 requirements a	cheque
 to	be cashing

	"Failing to ensure that credit for the purpose of gaming was not extended to the defendant." The word credit is used in different senses in the Minister's Directions (Exhibit P6). For example, clause 3(7) specifically states that "the licensee shall not accept a credit bet for any game" and "credit" is not to be extended for the purpose of gambling. On the other hand clause 3(8), (9) and (11) specifically provides for a personal cheque to be exchanged for "cheque credit slips".


I accept the submission of counsel for the plaintiff that in the context of the Minister's Directions the licensee of the Casino is specifically precluded from allowing a bet to be placed without it first having been paid for either by cash or an unconditional promise to pay.
The Minister's Directions enabled the defendant to obtain chips for use at a gaming table by payment of a cheque.

I do not accept the argument of counsel for the defendant that the plaintiff failed to ensure that credit for the purpose of gaming was not extended to the defendant.

	Alternatively to (a) and (b), if the arrangements between the parties are properly to be seen as referrable to a cheque cashing facility,  failing to -


	require the defendant to complete in full a credit application showing the amount of cheque cashing limit he required in any seven day period; and


	endorse on the application card the approval by the Casino manager of any new 1imit to the extent of $620,000.00.


Exhibit Pl is a credit application form completed by the defendant. It details transactions between the defendant and the plaintiff commencing on 4 October 1985 through to September 1989 when it is noted on the back of the credit application card that the payment of $620,000 was stopped. It is not in dispute that the defendant had during the years 1985,  1986,  1987,  1988  and 1989  spent a period of   each year gambling at the plaintiff's Casino in Darwin. Neither is it in dispute that the defendant had a cheque cashing facility limit of $250,000 since 1987.

I agree with the submission of counsel for the defendant that the credit application card is not completed in accordance with the Manual of




Accounting requirements P16 (Exhibit P6) in that it does not have endorsed thereon:

	the	amount	of	cheque	cashing	limit defendant required in any 7 day period; or

 the

	the limit approved was not endorsed on the application card and signed by the Casino  manager approving same; or


	extensions to that limit signed by the Casino manager approving same.


I now turn to consider the effects of such non compliance. Counsel for the defendant submits that this amounts to unlawful or illegal conduct which renders the plaintiff's claim unenforceable.

Extensions of credit were not noted on the credit application form (Exhibit Pl). However, each new balance was entered on the credit application form and also on the credit limit record  (Exhibit  P3 pages 73-75) together with the initials of  the person who conveyed that approval to the defendant.

Mr Jones has given evidence (transcript pages 33-34) which I accept as being true and correct that as of August 1989 his practice was that when a customer reached his credit limit and wished an extension these were referred to him. During the night of 3 August 1989 Mr Newham reached his limit of $250,000. Mr Newham's request that the limit be extended was relayed to Mr Jones. Mr Jones' involvement was to issue an instruction  that the limit be increased to
$300,000. On 5, 6 and 7 August 1989 Mr Jones authorised further extensions to the limit. Two of these were done over the telephone. The extensions to the limit were recorded on the work-sheets for the respective dates (pages 73-75 of Exhibit 3).  Mr
Jones initialled the entries. On the two occasions that Mr Jones gave authorisation over the telephone these were initialled in the work-sheet by other members of staff who conveyed the approval to the defendant.

At 4.30 am on 7 August 1989 Mr Jones was telephoned at home by a member of the staff at the Casino concerning an application made by Mr Newham to increase his facility from $550,000 to $600,000. Mr Jones initially refused the application over the telephone. He then came into the Casino to speak with Mr Newham to "make it difficult" for Mr Newham to obtain a further amount. Mr Jones reminded Mr Newham of the amount he had already taken. Mr Jones then reluctantly agreed to an increase. Mr Jones considered a reference from Mr Newham's bank for
$500,000 "undoubted" would cover an amount in excess of $500,000. It was Mr Jones' opinion at that time that Mr Newham had been drinking but did not appear drunk. Mr Jones gave evidence that although Mr Newham was a heavy drinker he formed the opinion Mr Newham's judgment was not affected.

I accept Mr Jones as a truthful and credible witness.

Since 1987 the defendant had a cheque cashing facility limited to $250,000. In June 1989 Mr Jones' arranged for a credit reference on Mr Newham to be carried out. The bank reference was "undoubted" for the sum of $500,000. Mr Jones had every reason to feel confident in the light of this bank reference that it was appropriate to extend the limit. Every extension sought by Mr Newham was approved by Mr Jones. With regard to reasons why there was no notation on the credit application form each time an increase was authorised Mr Jones gave evidence as set o t on page 110 of the transcrir :
"Was there any particular reason why you didn't personally  make  a  notation  on  the credit
application form each time an increase in limit was authorised by you?---The largest limit shown on the card was 250,000. Why no larger limit was shown was it enabled the cashiers to
refer to me all the time; it gave me greater control.
My learned friend also asked you questions about the $500,000 reference that you had obtained; is there any particular reason why you did not fix $500,000 as the limit on the card?---Because I wanted to be referred to."

I accept the truth of this evidence.

I also accept that the Minister's Directions have the force of law by virtue of section 13(2) of the Casino Licensing and Control Act.

No statute purports to make a breach of the Direction unlawful or an offence.

The only sanction against committing a breach is that referred to in the agreement (Exhibit P20) i.e. the risk of a suspension or cancellation of the licence as provided in s5 of the Casino Licensing and Control Act.

There is no evidence that the plaintiff was subject to any form of sanction from the Racing Gaming and Liquor Commission although officers from that Commission were in attendance at the Casino during the relevant period.

I do not accept the argument of counsel for the defendant that the unlawful conduct by the plaintiff renders the plaintiff I s claim unenforceable. Yango Pastoral   Company   Pty   Ltd    v    First   Chicago   Australia Ltd (1978) 139 CLR 410.
	The  plaintiff  failed  to  ensure  that   the  defendant was not served intoxicating liquor  whilst  at  the gaming tables in breach of the Direction.


I do not agree that this was a breach of  the Direction.

By  letter  dated  5  March  1987  from  the  Chairman  of the Racing, Gaming and Liquor  Commission  (Exhibit P13) the plaintiff had approval under s13 of the Minister's Directions to Licensee subject to strict conditions to serve patrons alcoholic beverages at gaming tables.

	The plaintiff  permitted  the  defendant  to   gamble   in the  Casino  outside  the  hours  approved  in  the Direction, in that  the  defendant  played  baccarat  all night on 7 August 1989 until  9.30 am  on  8  August 1989.


I do not accept that  this  constitutes  unlawful conduct.

In response to a request from the plaintiff the
Northern Commission
 Territory	Racing by	letter		dated
 Gaming
4	August
 and	Liquor 1989		gave
approval
 in	accordance	with
 s14(2)(3)
 of	the
Minister's		Directions		to	the		plaintiffs	for		the operation	of	24	hour	gaming	in		the	Aspinall	Room
from
Thursday
3  August	1989
to
Thursday	10 August
1989
inclusive
(Exhibit P24).



	The plaintiff breached the  Direction  in  that  it permitted instruments to  be  presented  other  than  at the  cash  desk  by  permitting  the  defendant  to  sign the instruments or some of them at the gaming  tables and did not hand the original  cheque  credit  slips  to the defendant in  the  manner  required  by  the Direction.





The Manua 1	of	Accounting	(Exhibit	P6, pages 17 and
18) states as follows:

"Cheque credit slips (Form D).

Where	a		player	who	has		been			granted			cheque cashing		facilities				wishes		to	cash		a		personal cheque		then	that			cheque	must		be	presented	at the		cash			desk.			Personal		cheques		will		not be accepted as cash at the  gaming tables,  but must  be	taken		from	the			table  to	the cash	desk and there changed for a cheque credit slip.

When		a		personal		cheque		is			presented,	the player's		application			card	will		be checked	and also	the   cashier's			day book		for			the		total		of cheques	cashed	in		the	previous			7	days.	The player's			cheque	will		be		marked		with	the player's  name  and  address  and he  will  be handed a	cheque			credit slip (6) for the amount requested. The cheque credit slip shall be pre-numbered and prepared in duplicate by the cashier  showing  the  player's  name   and   the amount in both words and figures. The cheque credit slip shall be dated  and  time  stamped, passed through a cheque writing machine  which will superimpose the amount  in  bold  type  and both copies will be signed by the cashier. The original  will  be handed  to  the  player   and  may be used to purchase chips at the gaming tables. Theduplicate  shall  be  retained   by  the   cashier for accounting purposes.
Original cheque  credit  slips  presented  at gaming tables will be counter-signed by casino gaming staff (lb) and deposited  in  the  table drop box (5). Cheque credit slips may also be issued to players in exchange for cash first deposited at the cash desk."

I find on the evidence that the instruments were presented to the cash desk in accordance with the Directions.

I  do  not  consider  that  the  signing  of  the  instruments at the  gaming  tables  was in  breach  of  the Directions.

I accept the evidence of Mr Jones at p. 52 of the transcript that there were no occasions where house
cheques/instruments were signed by Mr Newham at the table and not taken to the cash desk.

It is true as the defendant alleges in the second aspect of this defence that when Mr Newham signed instruments at the table he was not handed the original cheque credit slip. I accept the evidence of Mr Jones (transcript p.49-52) as being truthful. I find that the procedure adopted was as described by Mr Jones. Mr Newham would request an amount. This information would be passed from the inspector to the pit boss to the floor manager. The floor manager would go to the cash desk where the cashier would complete the cheque for the amount. The house cheque was then taken to Mr Newham who would sign the cheque. The floor manager would take the "instrument" signed by Mr Newham to the cash desk and bring back a cheque credit slip. Chips would be advanced for an amount equivalent to the cheque. The dealer would place a marker to the equivalent value of the cheque on the table. When the cheque credit slip came back it was matched with the mar er and subsequently dropped in the drop box.

I find that the plaintiff complied with the Minister's Directions and the procedure as set out in letter to the plaintiff from the Northern Territory Racing Gaming and Liquor Commission dated
4 February 1988 (Exhibit Pll).

I do not consider this to be a breach of the Minister's Directions. If it were a breach because the letter dated 4 February 1988 is from the Northern Territory Racing Gaming and Liquor Commission and not the Minister then I do not agree that this would be a breach such as to vitiate the plaintiff's claim or render their claim unenforceable.
	Defences Raised in Relation to the Instruments Presented to the Cash Desk


The defendant says:

	the instruments were not cheques.


There is no dispute that the defendant signed 19 separate   instruments   between   3   August   1989   and   7 August 1989 for varying amounts that together totalled $620,000 (Exhibit P4).

It	is	also instruments
 not were
 in	dispute		that	when presented	to the		cash
 the	signed desk	they
contained no words or figures in the spaces after the words II bank", "branch" and II account no.". The name of the bank, the branch and the account number were subsequently completed by an employee of the plaintiff company before presentation to the defendant's bank.

At the time each instrument was presented to the cash desk it stated: "Payable to: Diamond Leisure Pty Limited". The value of the instrument was
stated	in words and figures. signed by	the defendant.
 Each instrument	was

It is necessary to consider the relevant provisions of the Cheques and Payments Orders Act 1986:

1110. (1)	A cheque is an unconditional order in writing that:
	is addressed by a person to another person ( being a bank);
	is signed by the person giving it; and
	requires the bank to pay on demand a sum certain in money.


(2)	An	instrument	that	does	not	co ply with subsection (1), or that orders any act to
be done in addition to the payment of money, is not a cheque.
18. (1) Where the drawer of an  instrument that is signed, but is otherwise wanting in a material particular necessary for the instrument to be, on its face, a complete cheque, delivers the instrument to another person in order that the instrument may be filled up as a complete cheque, any person in possession of the instrument shall be presumed, unless the contrary is proved, to have authority to fill up the instrument as a complete cheque in any way the person sees fit.
	Subject to subsection (4), an instrument to which subsection (1) applies is not enforceable against the drawer or a person who becomes an indorser of the instrument before the instrument is filled up as a complete cheque unless the instrument is filled up within a reasonable time and strictly in accordance with the authority given.
	Reasonable time, for the purposes of subsection (2), is a question of fact.
	An instrument of the kind referred to in subsection (1) that has been filled up as a complete cheque shall, as regards a holder in due course, be conclusively presumed:


(a) to have been delivered to another person in order that the instrument might be filled up as a complete cheque; and

(b} to have been filled up within a reasonable time and strictly in accordance with the authority given."

I find the plaintiff was authorised by the defendant to complete the instruments as cheques.

I find this authority was not revoked by the defendant.

The plaintiff did in fact complete the instruments as cheques and presented the instruments to the defendant's bank.
I find as a matter of law that  the  instruments signed by the defendant (Exhibit P4) were cheques within the meaning of the Cheques and Payment Orders Act 1986.

	The defendant states that prior to the presentation of the instruments by the plaintiff to its bankers the defendant determined any authority the plaintiff had to fill up the instruments as cheques.


My making a finding that they were cheques for the purpose of these proceedings depended upon whether  or not the plaintiff had authority to fill up the instruments as cheques and/or whether any authority the plaintiff had to fill up the instruments as cheques was determined on 29 August 1989 or prior to the presentation thereof by the plaintiff to its bankers.

In this aspect I make the following finding.

Following presentation of the instruments to the cash  desk Mr Newham received a document titled a cheque credit slip which he exchanged for playing chips of equivalent value.

On the evening of 3 August 1989 shortly before  he commenced to gamble Mr Newham had a conversation with Mr Jones in which Mr Jones explained to him the new regulations that the casino had to bank Mr Newham's cheques within two weeks (transcript page 32).

Mr Conte, who at the relevant time was head cashier at  the Diamond Beach Casino, was present when Mr Newham made his first transaction on 3 August 1989. Mr Newham was issued  a cheque credit slip for $10,000 and Mr Conte had a conversation with Mr Newham at the Aspinall cash desk. Mr Conte advised  Mr Newham that the Casino was required to bank his cheques within two weeks of his leaving. Mr
Newjlam had replied with words to the effect that "sure, fine, that is okay" (page 131 transcript of evidence). Mr Conte made a note at the time of his advising Mr Newham of the new procedures. This appears on page 12 of Exhibit 3. I accept both Mr Jones and Mr Conte as truthful and credible witnesses and am satisfied they both explained to Mr Newham that the "instruments presented to the cash desk" would be presented to Mr Newham's bank for payment within 2 weeks.

I find Mr Newham did in fact receive a total of $620,000 worth of chips during the period 3 to 8 August 1989 and these chips were given to him following his signing of the "instruments" (Exhibit P4).

Mr Newham had previous knowledge that the Casino intended to process the counter cheques through his bank account (Exhibit P15).

In October 1988 Mr Newham had used counter cheques at Jupiters Casino and these counter cheques were presented to his bank (Exhibit P2).

On 31 August 1989 Mr Newham signed an order to stop payment of:

"All cashier cheques dated between August (Exhibit Pl8)
 F/O	Diamond	Leisure	Pty	Ltd
3	and	August	8	inclusive."

I am satisfied on the balance of probabilities that when Mr Newham signed the 19 documents referred to as instruments (Exhibit P4) that he was well aware they would, if not redeemed by him in some other way, be presented to his bank for payment within 14 days. I find
that he received gaming chips to the value of  $620,ooo
and that the plaintiff had his authority to conplete the instruments for presentation to his bank. The details of Mr    Newham's bank branch and account number were on the
credit application form (Exhibit 1) which was in the possession of the plaintiff.

Accordingly, I find this defence has no merit.

	that if, which is not admitted, the plaintiff completed the instruments prior to the presentation of the instruments to any bank the plaintiff was acting contrary to the authority given to it by the defendant.


During the course of the hearing counsel for the defendant stated it was an agreed fact that Lynette Wheeler had completed the instruments as cheques on 3 O August 1989 (p.140 transcript of evidence). Accordingly, I need say no more on that aspect of the defence.

I do not agree with the defendant's contention that any authority the plaintiff had to fill up the instruments as
cheques	was
determined	on	29	August
1989	or
in
the
alternative
prior	to	the	presentation
thereof
by
the
plaintiff to
its bank.




The following is a summary of evidence given by Mr Jones, page 64-69 transcript of evidence, which is relevant to that issue. Mr Jones gave evidence that:

Mr Newham and his wife checked out of the Casino on 8 August 1989. Mr Jones made several unsuccessful attempts to contact Mr Newham. He then spoke to Mr Newham on the telephone. Mr Newham asked what the total amount of the cheques was and asked for a copy of them.  Mr Jones told
him the total amount of the cheques was  $620, ooo   and
referred to the two week period for presentation of the cheques. On 14 August 1989 Mr Jones sent Mr Newham a facsimile,  a copy of which is at page  93  of  Exhibit  3.  With this facsimile Mr Jones forwarded copies of the 19 cheques, pages 94-100   of Exhibit P3.      On 22     August 1989   Mr  Newham  called  and asked  for  an extension of time
before the cheques were banked. Mr Jones told him  he would have to check with the authorities to see if that could be done. On 29 August 1989 Mr Newham again telephoned and spoke with Mr Jones. Mr Newham proposed paying $150,000 immediately and $100,000 two weeks later. After some discussion it was proposed that $12O, 000 be paid immediately and Mr Jones stated he would have to discuss the terms with the Racing and Gaming authority.  On the same date Mr Jones spoke with Mr Moriarty at the Racing and Gaming Commission. Following this discussion Mr Jones instructed an employee of the plaintiff company to complete the instruments and to bank them.  on 30 August 1989 Mr Jones faxed a letter to Mr Newham (page
103 of Exhibit 3) advising Mr Newham that the proposal was unacceptable to the relevant authority and stating:

"We have been instructed to clear all the outstandings without further delay, which we have done today."

In the early hours of the following morning Mr Newham telephoned Mr Jones to advise he would be making the first payment on the 1st September or in a few days time. Mr Jones advised Mr Newham the proposal was unacceptable to the Racing & Gaming Authority and they had told him to bank the cheques which had been done. Mr Newham wasn•t very happy and he abused Mr Jones. Mr Newham said he had not received the facsimile on 30 August 1989. Mr Newham disagreed with the course of action adopted by Mr Jones.

I accept the evidence of Mr Jones concerning the telephone conversation he had with Mr Newham as being true and correct. I consider it relevant to note that at no time did Mr Newham dispute that he owed the amount of
$620,000.

On 31 August 1989 Mr Newham signed a direction to his bank to stop payment of the cheques.
Under cross examination at page 100 of the transcript of evidence Mr Jones gave this evidence:

"MR HUGHES: That was a way that you were reluctant to put into operation, wasn't it? Completing the instruments as cheques and then presenting them to the bank, you were reluctant to do that, weren't you?---Reluctant because Mr Newham and I agreed a method of repayment.
When did you do that? I just want to get it clear?
--◊n 29 August.
At the time when you reached that agreement you  knew, didn't you, from what Mr Newham said to you, that he was unwilling for you to bank what you've described as 'the cheques'?---Well, we'd agreed a different method.
I'm so sorry, Mr Jones, I  do implore  you to answer the question because I can then go on more quickly. Let me put it to you again. You were acting on  behalf of the casino, is that right?---Correct.

And acting on behalf of the casino you and Mr Newham reached an agreement as to how he would repay these losses?---Yes.
Is that right?---Yes, correct.
At the time you reached that agreement you knew, didn't you, that Mr Newham was unwilling for you to bank the documents you've described as cheques?-- Well, I knew - I knew what we'd agreed and that was the method of repayment.

I'm so sorry to be insistent and I'm not being aggressive now, even if you thought I was earlier. Having made that agreement you well understood, didn't you, that Mr Newham didn't want you, was unwilling for you, to bank what you've described as 'the cheques'?---! would assume so, yes.
And you did assume so, didn't you?---Yes."

Counsel for the defendant contends that this is evidence that Mr Newham had withdrawn his authority to the plaintiff to complete the "instruments" and present them to the bank. I do not place that interpretation upon the evidence. Quite obviously Mr Newham did not want the
cheques	to	be	presented	because	he negotiate for mc e time to pay	the debt.
 was	trying	to This is quite a
::: fferent	situat:::.0>1	from withdrawing	an authority	which
had not previously been in question. Mr Newham was made aware in his conversations with Mr Jones that his proposed methods of payment was subject to approval by the Racing and Gaming Authority. There was no concluded agreement between himself and Mr Jones as to an alternative method of payment. The fact that Mr Newham's preferred option was to have time to pay the debt by instalments does not in my opinion amount to a withdrawal of an authority already given to the plaintiff to complete the "instruments" as cheques.

I am satisfied that s18(1) of  the Cheques  and  Payment  Orders Act  was complied with.  Mr Newham did deliver up the "instruments" to the plaintiff and they were delivered "in order that the instrument may be filled up as a complete cheque".

Accordingly, I find that the 19 "instruments" for a total amount of $620,000 were cheques.

I am satisfied that:

The plaintiff had authority to fill up the instruments as cheques and the defendant had not terminated this authority.

The plaintiff had the defendant's authority to complete the "instruments" which it did and was entitled to present them to its bankers for payment.

The defendant stopped payment on the cheques following the plaintiff's advice that the cheques had been presented to its bank.

The cheques were subsequently dishonoured.
	Defence	that	the	plaintiff	did	not	provide	valuable consideration for the chegues.


I do not agree with the defendant's submission that the plaintiff did not provide valuable consideration for the cheque.

On p. 14-15 of these reasons for decision I state reasons why I have concluded that the plaintiff did give valuable consideration for the cheques.

	The	defence	contends that the defendant	was under the influence of alcohol.


It is the contention of counsel for the defendant that at the relevant time the defendant was under the influence of alcohol and that the plaintiff's actions were tainted by illegality because it failed to comply with a ministerial direction in permitting Mr Newham to take part in gaming in the Casino while under the influence of alcohol.

With regard to that submission I refer to Exhibit P13 which is a letter from the Northern Territory Racing, Gaming and Liquor Commission dated 5 March 1987. In that letter approval is given under section 13 of the Minister's Directors to serve patrons alcoholic beverages at gaming tables in the private gaming areas including the high stakes gaming area. This is on the condition that:

11 3.	No person under the influence of alcohol will be permitted to play at any gaming tables."

I note that Exhibit D28 under the general heading "Occurrence" and dated 6/8/89 the following words appear: "Newham was his usual obnoxious drunken self". These words were apparently inserted by an inspector from the Racing and Gaming commission.
36
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I	do	not	consider	this	to	be	credible	evidence	or evidence to which I would attach any weight.

Under cross examination Mr Conte gave evidence (p.138 of the transcript) as follows:

"Did you make any observations about Mr Newham's condition as to sobriety when he came to the cash desk to get the credit slips?---He seemed fine when I've seen him there at the cash desk. He seemed fine to me.

Well, didn't he seem to be somewhat affected by liquor?---Not - he may have had some liquor but he never seemed anything unusual about him.
What do you mean by unusual?---Unusual, perhaps stagger around, but he seemed - - -
He showed signs of liquor, did he?---Not to me.
Do	you	say	he	wasn't occasions when you saw seemed reasonable."
 affected	by	liquor	on	the him?---on		the occasions he

I accept Mr Conte as a truthful and credible witness and accept his evidence as to Mr Newham's state of sobriety.

I also accept the evidence of Mr Jones that on the night of 6 and 7 August 1989, Mr Jones was aware Mr Newham had been drinking heavily. However, in Mr Jones' opinion Mr Newham's drinking had not affected his judgment.

Mr Jones was cross examined on this aspect and gave evidence as follows (transcript p.83):

"MR HUGHES: Well, it's not an answer. You were aware, were you not, as an experienced casino manager on the night of the 6th and 7 August 1989 that heavy drinking such as Mr Newham was engaging in at the gaming tables might affect his judgment?

MR JONES: I was not of the opinion that his drinking was so heavy as to affect his judgrnent."

I accept the evidence of Mr Jones.
Mr Newham played at the gaming tables over a period of five nights and sought extensions of his facility on a number of occasions.

I reject the defendant's submission that Mr Newham was under the influence of alcohol.

I am satisfied on the balance of probabilities that the plaintiff is entitled to its claim for $620,000. It is therefore not necessary for me to consider the plaintiff's alternate claims based on unjust enrichment and estoppel.

Accordingly, I enter judgment in favour of the plaintiff in the sum of $620,000.

The parties have liberty to apply on the question of interest, damages (if applicable) and costs.

